Super Wrap
Self-Fusing Silicone Tape/Insulation
Wrap

SUPER WRAP is a self-fusing silicone repair wrap that has
numerous applications and is a must have for any tool box,
glove box, or maintenance shop. It is versatile and easy to use,
with no sticky residue. SUPER WRAP creates a permanent airtight, water-tight seal in seconds. Can be used to repair leaks
on pipes and hoses, for electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, use
to wrap tool handles for better grip, replace old sticky electrical
tape, protect metal fittings from corrosion, and so much more!
You can wrap it around anything you want secure, and it will not
leave any sticky residue like duct or electrical tape. SUPER
WRAP resists to oil, fuel, acids, solvent, salt water, and UV
rays. It withstands 700 PSI and 500° of heat, plus it insulates
up to 8000 Volts (per unstretched layer). Its high thermal conductivity allows for use wherever a tough, high temperature,
permanent insulation or seal is needed. Operating temperature
ranges from: -50°F to 500°F. SUPER WRAP can be stretched
300%, and cures at room temperature with no tools needed.
Available in Red, Clear, Black, Blue, Purple, Green,
Orange, Brown, and Yellow.
Directions: Wrap SUPER WRAP around area to be repaired by stretching and overlapping onto itself as you
wrap. For best results - stretch tape at least twice the original size. A tighter wrap produces a faster, better bond.
Continue to wrap around area to be repaired by overlapping SUPER WRAP onto itself so that 1/2 the width is
covered with each new wrap. The first and last wrap should completely overlap for the best bond. Most repairs
will require 3-5 layers, and must be wrapped 3-5 inches on either side of the repair. SUPER WRAP is not
reusable, but additional tape can be added to an area at any time.
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Areas of Use:
*Apartment Complexes
*Maintenance Departments
*Electrical Shop
*HVAC
*Hotels
*Plumbing Departments

*Automotive
*Parks & Recreations
*Hospitals
*School Districts
*Amusement Parks
*Cities & Counties

Appearance and odor........................ Colored silicone tape, No odor.
Specific Gravity.................................. 1.17 - 1.23 (25°C)
% Volatile (by Volume)...................... N/A
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